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Abstract: For centuries, religious buildings have been using bells to call the faithful to prayer.
Bell-ringing activity on church premises does not serve a purely religious function, however, as people
in the community may perceive this activity secularly, attributing their own meanings and significances
towards these sounds. If bell ringing (or the actual sound) were found to have great significance to
a specific community, denomination, or a regionality bracket, this may have future implications in
any management of these resources. There is a need to hear the voices of the actual practitioners
and their perceptions regarding what they, their congregations, and their host communities feel.
This paper represents the first large-scale assessment of the views of practitioners of five major
Christian denominations with regards to bell-ringing practice and its role in contemporary society.
Keywords: cultural heritage; soundscapes; clergy and liturgy; church bells; noise pollution

1. Introduction
As a social species living in villages, towns, and cities, humans have created soundscapes that
may be ancillary, i.e., emanate from activities conducted by people (e.g., factory sounds, sounds
emerging from traffic), or intentional, i.e., emanate from sound-making devices designed to alert the
public to dangers (e.g., car horns or loudspeaker announcements at subway stations), or to notify the
public of impending events (Parker and Spennemann n.d.b). Examples of the latter are bells rung
in a church tower or the Azan broadcast from a minaret, both calling the faithful to attend religious
services. These soundscapes are not static but undergo changes concurrent with technological changes
in the patterns of the underlying human activity as well as societal changes. Depending on how these
soundscapes are perceived, they are regarded as negative (‘noise’) and thus regulated in terms of their
location, recurrence, and volume by means of noise pollution ordinances, or they are perceived as
positive, in which case they may be deemed worth keeping/preserving and may be conceptualised as
‘heritage’ (Parker and Spennemann n.d.c).
The concept of a soundscape was popularised by Schafer in 1977 and has since been
developed into an interactive multi-sensory contextual idea, which represents a shift from noise
restrictions to an acknowledgement and recognition of a multiplicity of sounds and soundscapes
(Botteldooren et al. 2013; Cain et al. 2013; Kang et al. 2016). The acoustic environment can be seen
as a resource (Dumyahn and Pijanowski 2011a; Brown 2011), and its meaning and pleasantness is
determined by our personal situation, our prior experience, cultural background, the perceived dynamic,
and the contextual attributes of the sounds themselves (Kitapci and Galbrun 2015; Lam et al. 2010;
Bruce and Davies 2014). Furthermore, demographics invoke different emotional responses to these
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sounds (Cain et al. 2013), and soundscapes can be deemed to have social value to particular communities
and provide a quotidian connection to our environment (Dumyahn and Pijanowski 2011b).
Soundscapes comprising particular sounds have been shown to impart meaning into, and to
influence beliefs of people’s lives in certain societies, such the value placed on the ‘Isobue’ or sea whistle
of divers in east Japan, providing an invisible tangible sense of place for the community (Kato 2009);
the deep connection with community of the symbolic sounds of textile factories in Fujiyoshida,
Japan (Minoura 2013); the secular and sacred symbolism of the ringing of village church bells in
nineteenth-century France (Corbin 1998); and the multifaceted relationships created by both urban and
rural bells into European society (Feld and Brenneis 2004). Sounds and soundscapes can be both the
symbolism and the connective force, linking an individual, a culture, or a community with belief and
being, as well as evoking emotive responses by society concerning human existence.
For centuries, religious buildings have used external bells to call the faithful to prayer (Gatty 1848).
The oldest bell still in use is the Okikicho bell (cast in 698) located at the Myōshin-ji Buddhist temple
complex, Kyoto (Japan) (Rossing 2000, p. 179). Among the oldest Christian church bells on record is a
peal installed in St Peter’s in Monks Eleigh (Suffolk, UK), which contains a 14-hundredweight (cwt) bell
cast in 1347 and a 9-cwt bell cast in 1470, as well as a peal installed in St Lawrence in Ipswich (Suffolk,
UK), with five bells between 4 cwt and 13 cwt dating to 1440, 1449, and 1490 (Baldwin et al. 2018;
Raven 1890).
While church bells were ubiquitous until the mid-twentieth century and could be found in almost
all Christian churches if the congregational finances allowed it, societal change in the post-World War
II era has seen a decline in bell use and bell installation in recently consecrated churches. Judging
by media reports, there is an increasing discontent among residents living near religious premises,
with noise complaints about bell ringing on record, inter alia, from places as diverse as England
(Hargraves 2018; Carney 2014; Gerder 2020; Vickery 2020), France (Connexion 2019), Malta (Borg 2007),
Slovenia (Plahuta 2013), South Africa (Pimentel 2019), and Switzerland (Bachmann 2018), as well as
various states of the USA, e.g., California (Park and Mac 2015), New York (Kaysen 2015), and Vermont
(Rathke 2015). Some of these complaints led to the silencing of bells via local ordinances or court
decisions, such as in England (BBC 2017a, 2017b; Minchin 2010; Bunyan 2009), Ireland (Kelly 2013), Italy
(Hooper 2008; Scammell 2015), Poland (Union of Catholic Asians 2012), and Switzerland (Local 2018)
as well as in various states of the USA, e.g., Arizona (Catholic News Agency 2009) and Pennsylvania
(Wood 2010). In the Australian setting this has occurred in Brisbane (Qld) (Killoran and McMahon
2014) and Sydney (Adamski 2011).
Such complaints are not new, however, and can be traced back, in the USA at least, to soon after
the American revolution (Lubken 2016). While there is a considerable body of work that considers
the legal aspects of the dissonance between the freedom of religious expression and communal noise
levels (Watkin 1996; Kovačič 2017; Van der Merwe and Blumberg 1998; Haroldson 2015; Weiner 2014;
Murdoch 2010; Lloyd 1934; Schwartz 1995), and while there are some studies looking at bells as
contributors to historic soundscapes (Garrioch 2003; Burgess and Wathey 2000; Corbin 1998), actual
studies of attitudes towards bell ringing are few.
A number of academic studies have examined the acoustic properties of religious structures,
such as functional (Desarnaulds et al. 2002; Alvarez-Morales and Martellotta 2015), liturgical
(Westermeyer 2009; Prasad 2015), technical (Ansay and Zannin 2016; Álvarez-Morales et al. 2014;
Orfali 2007; Orfali and Ahnert 2006; Soeta et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2008) and workplace safety
aspects (García et al. 2019; Felipe Silva and Cabral 2011), the effects of wind direction and strength
on sound distribution (Trikootam and Hornikx 2019), and the environmental effects of bell ringing in
terms of ground motion (Diaz 2020). At least one study assessed people’s perceptions of nighttime
bell ringing with regard to sleep disturbance (Brink et al. 2011), while another tried to examine the
effects of bell ringing on house prices in the vicinity of churches (Brandt et al. 2013). Several studies
have considered bell ringing in terms of its cultural heritage dimensions (Elicio and Martellotta
2015; Suárez et al. 2015; Suárez et al. 2016; Syamsiyah et al. 2018) and the soundscapes associated
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with individual places of worship (Acun et al. 2016; Yilmazer and Acun 2018; Jin Yong et al. 2014;
Hong et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2016) as well as people’s perceptions of bell ringing with reference to
impression and loudness (Omlin and Brink 2013; Kovačič 2017; Kiser and Lubman 2008), and people’s
preferences for bell ringing in terms of congruence of the soundscape (Ge et al. 2013). In addition, there
have been studies of the histories of individual bells (Fowler et al. 2019) as well as bell-specific sound
studies (Salom et al. 2014; Oancea et al. 2010).
There is a need to hear the voices of the actual practitioners and their perceptions regarding
what they, their congregations, and their host communities feel. This paper represents the first
large-scale assessment of the views of practitioners of five major Christian denominations with regard
to bell-ringing practice and its role in contemporary society. While the study focusses on New South
Wales, Australia’s most populous state, it can be regarded as a snapshot of a liberal secular society of
British tradition in the first quarter of the twenty-first century with regular church attendance rates of
about 16% (McCrindle 2019). Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom have similar attendance
rates, while the USA has higher attendance rates (36%) (Pew 2020).
2. Methods
To investigate how aspects of aural heritage are valued, a mixed methods study was designed to
investigate the use of, and values attributed to bells and bell ringing on church premises in New South
Wales. The survey was comprised of a quantitative survey with closed questions soliciting information
on aspects such as the presence and nature of bells on premises as well as the frequency and occasion
of their use. The findings of the purely quantitative and descriptive aspects are reported elsewhere
(Parker and Spennemann n.d.a). These closed questions were augmented by a number of open-ended
qualitative questions soliciting opinions and value judgments from the respondents (see Section 2.3).
The structure, design, and procedures of the survey followed standard methodology as set out in
Bickman and Rog (2008), Dillman et al. (2014), and Sarantakos (2008). The survey was approved by
Charles Sturt University’s Faculty of Science Ethics in Human Research Committee (protocol number
400/2017/32).
2.1. Identification of Sampling Frame and Recruitment
Whilst many religions may broadcast signals to people following their faith, such as bells being
rung in both Buddhist and Hindu temples and the call of the Azan from Islamic mosques, this study
selected only Christian denominations in order to collect comparable data because of the similarity of
Christian church service procedures. The most populous five denominations of the Christian faith were
selected according to the 2016 census of Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2017), with these being
Roman Catholic (RoC, 37.64%), Anglican (Ang, 23.68%), Uniting Church (Uni, 4.43%), Eastern Orthodox
Church (Ort, 3.84%), and Presbyterian and Reformed (Pre, 3.84%). Each of these denominational groups
is either generally widespread worldwide (e.g., Roman Catholic Church and Eastern Orthodox Church)
or based on liturgical traditions from founding organisations (e.g., the Anglican Church of Australia
originated from the Church of England and retains and approves Church of England doctrine and
principles) (Anglican Church of Australia 2020); with the exception of the Uniting Church of Australia.
This denomination is unique to Australia, being formed through a merger in 1977 of Congregational
Union in Australia, the Methodist Church of Australasia, and the Presbyterian Church of Australia,
with teachings based on the Bible and the Apostles’ and Nicene creeds, as well as ecumenism and
social justice (The Uniting Church in Australia 2020).
Church contacts were sourced primarily from publicly available sources, such as online
diocese/parish and clergy listings. Participant invitations were offered via e-mail or through websites,
or by post if the e-mail option was not available, with further contacts identified online through either
church listings or a manual search of the Google search engine (Dillman et al. 2014).
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2.2. Implementation
The survey was developed in two versions: an online version delivered via SurveyMonkey,
and the other being paper-based, requiring manual data entry by respondents (for the full range of
questions see Parker 2018). To enable a structured data collection process and to limit survey question
numbers, one SurveyMonkey link was generated per denomination (five in total) and emailed to
potential participants (1125 invitations). Five versions of a paper survey were also posted, identical
apart from the denomination code in the document footer (264 invitations).
If an email invitation was rejected by a mail server, the church was subsequently sent a hard copy
survey. If any surveys were received back marked ‘return to sender’ (12 in total), no further action was
taken. A total of 1389 survey forms were disseminated over a two-day period (25–26 November 2017),
with subsequent weeks allowing two follow-up email reminders. After observing a very clear trail-off
in responses, the online survey was closed on 19 February, with final acceptance date of hard copy
surveys being 10 April 2018 (Bickman and Rog 2008). The overall response rate for the survey was
40.1%, with denominational responses varying from high (Anglican 56.1% and Uniting 41%) to low
(Eastern Orthodox 12.8%) (Table 1).
Table 1. Details of surveys sent out and returned.
Electronic Surveys

Paper

Response
Rate (%)

Invited

Started

Stopped

Sent Out

Returned

Valid
Returns

409
303
226
123
64

257
100
111
39
10

10
4
5
—
—

60
40
84
58
22

25
12
24
15
1

263
104
127
52
11

56.1
30.3
41.0
28.7
12.8

All
1125
denominations

517

19

264

77

557

40.1

Anglican
Catholic
Uniting
Presbyterian
Orthodox

2.3. Analysis of Open-Ended Questions
The survey included a range of free-form questions to elicit the opinions and perspectives of the
practitioners with regard to bell ringing (Parker 2018). Five of these are of relevance to the current paper:
•
•
•
•
•

Q1: What are your current feelings/attitudes towards tower bell ringing at your church?
Q2: How important do you think tower bell ringing is as a form of heritage? (You may consider
religious, cultural, historical or other forms of significance.)
Q3: What do you think is the current feeling/attitude of the congregation towards tower bell
ringing at your church?
Q4: What do you think is the current feeling/attitude of the congregation towards tower bell
ringing in your denomination at large?
Q5: What do you think is the current feeling/attitude of the local community at large towards
tower bell ringing in church?

The proportion of respondents who provided answers for free-form comments was over 50%
for all denominations on average, with Orthodox, Presbyterian, and Anglican showing particularly
high responses (Table 2). Questions asking about the respondent’s attitudes to bell ringing (Q2),
the congregation’s attitudes to bell ringing (Q5 and Q6), and the local community’s attitudes towards
bell ringing were very highly represented by comments, indicating a high level of engagement with
the topic with an implication that these responses could be considered highly reliable. However,
it is important to note that responses to free-form columns are influenced by the personal commitment
of the respondent and may not necessarily be fully representative of the church or denomination.
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Table 2. Percentages of respondents who completed free-form comments for each open-ended question.
Denomination

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

n

Anglican
Catholic
Uniting
Presbyterian
Orthodox

74.9
68.3
67.7
80.8
100

60.5
55.8
55.1
59.6
81.8

75.7
64.4
65.5
76.9
100

73.4
59.6
64.6
78.8
100

72.6
65.4
66.9
76.9
100

263
104
127
52
11

Overall

78.34

62.56

76.5

75.28

76.36

557

The responses for each qualitative free-form question were grouped by the classifications of
denomination, role within church, regionality, and whether there were bells being actively rung on
church premises (e.g., Anglican, Church Warden/Lay Priest/Lay Preacher, Inner Regional Australia,
Bells rung). A general inductive thematic analysis was then carried out (Sarantakos 2008).
2.4. Data Manipulation and Coding
Ternary response attitude questions asked respondents if their attitudes towards bell ringing had
changed (response = Yes, No, Unsure), however, h = they did not ask respondents to identify the
direction of that change. Any directional change (positive or negative) was then deduced from the
subsequent free-form response inviting reasons for any change, as quantification of data can assist in
strengthening qualitative conclusions (Sarantakos 2008). Similarly, open responses from respondents
stating their believed feelings and attitudes of the local community towards bell ringing were classified
into five categories: very positive, somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat negative, and very negative;
based upon the direction and intensity of the reason given. If the respondent stated reasons indicating
both positive and negative feelings equally, the comment was classified as neutral.
Church roles were aggregated using the options offered in the survey: Warden (Church
Warden/Lay Priest/Lay Preacher), Clerical (Clerical staff/Office Manager), Volunteer (General Volunteer),
Congregation (Member of the congregation), Priest/Minister (Priest/Pastor/Minister), and Verger; and
by combining the remainder into similar roles to include Bell Ringer, Council (Member of Church
Council), and Organist. Further aggregation took place for some analyses forming two categories:
Decision makers (Priest/Minister and Council) and Followers (the remainder of the roles).
2.5. Depersonalisation Protocol
To depersonalise the citations of free-form responses, all were encoded as: Denomination|Role|
Region|bells [not] rung. The sub-coding was carried out as follows: Denomination: Anglican (Ang),
Roman Catholic (RoC), Eastern Orthodox Church (Ort), Presbyterian and Reformed (Pre), and
Uniting Church (Uni).—Role: Bell (Bell Ringer/Organist), Clergy (Priest/Pastor/Minister), Lay (Church
Warden/Verger/Lay Priest/Lay Preacher), Other (Clerical staff/Member of Church Council/Member of
congregation/Office Manager).—Region: GS—Greater Sydney, IR—Inner Regional NSW, OR—Outer
Regional NSW, RM—Remote NSW, VR—Very Remote NSW.—Bell ringing was coded as br (bells rung)
and bnr (bells not rung)
As this broad coding, e.g., (Ang 5), invariably created the same codes for very different churches it
must be stressed that the same code set against responses to different questions does not imply that it
is the same individual answering.
Given that a coding, e.g., (Ang 5), is cumbersome, in particular in paragraphs with multiple
extracts of responses, the various combinations were further abbreviated as per Table 3.
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Table 3. Lookup list for depersonalisation codes.
Code

Full
Depersonalisation

Ang 1
Ang 2
Ang 3
Ang 4
Ang 5
Ang 6
Ang 7
Ang 8
Ang 9
Ang 10
Ang 11
Ang 12
Ang 13
Ang 14
Ang 15
Ang 16
Ang 17
Ang 18
Ang 19
Ang 20
Ang 21
Ang 22

Ang|Bell|GS|br
Ang|Bell|IR|br
Ang|Bell|OR|br
Ang|Clergy|GS|bnr
Ang|Clergy|GS|br
Ang|Clergy|IR|bnr
Ang|Clergy|IR|br
Ang|Clergy|OR|bnr
Ang|Clergy|OR|br
Ang|Clergy|RM|bnr
Ang|Lay|GS|bnr
Ang|Lay|GS|br
Ang|Lay|IR|bnr
Ang|Lay|IR|br
Ang|Lay|OR|bnr
Ang|Lay|OR|br
Ang|Lay|RM|bnr
Ang|Other|GS|bnr
Ang|Other|GS|br
Ang|Other|IR|bnr
Ang|Other|OR|bnr
Ang|Other|OR|br

Code

Full
Depersonalisation

Ang 23
Ang 24
Ang 25

Ang|Other|RM|br
Ang|Staff|GS|br
Ang|Staff|OR|bnr

Ort

Ort|Clergy|GS|br

Pre 1
Pre 2
Pre 3
Pre 4
Pre 5
Pre 6
Pre 7
Pre 8
Pre 9
Pre 10

Pre|Clergy|GS|bnr
Pre|Clergy|IR|bnr
Pre|Clergy|IR|br
Pre|Clergy|OR|bnr
Pre|Clergy|OR|br
Pre|Lay|OR|br
Pre|Other|GS|bnr
Pre|Other|GS|br
Pre|Other|IR|bnr
Pre|Staff|GS|bnr

RoC 1
RoC 2
RoC 3
RoC 4
RoC 5

RoC|Clergy, OR|br
RoC|Clergy|GS|bnr
RoC|Clergy|GS|br
RoC|Clergy|IR|bnr
RoC|Clergy|OR|bnr

Code

Full
Depersonalisation

RoC 6
RoC 7
RoC 8
RoC 9
RoC 10
RoC 11
RoC 12

RoC|Clergy|OR|br
RoC|Lay|OR|br
RoC|Other|GS|bnr
RoC|Other|GS|br
RoC|Other|OR|bnr
RoC|Other|IR|br
RoC|Staff|GS|bnr

Uni 1
Uni 2
Uni 3
Uni 4
Uni 5
Uni 6
Uni 7
Uni 8
Uni 9
Uni 10
Uni 11
Uni 12

Uni|Clergy|IR|bnr
Uni|Clergy|OR|bnr
Uni|Lay|GS|bnr
Uni|Lay|IR|bnr
Uni|Lay|OR|bnr
Uni|Lay|OR|br
Uni|Other|GS|bnr
Uni|Other|IR|bnr
Uni|Other|IR|br
Uni|Other|OR|bnr
Uni|Other|OR|br
Uni|Staff|IR|bnr

2.6. Statistical Analysis
The data were analysed descriptively: comparisons were made between respondents from
differing denominations, regionalities, roles within the church, as well as grouped by respondents that
had or did not have bells on the church premises. Quantitative data were analysed using Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (IBM SPSS Statistics 24). Continuous data were initially explored using
the Pearson correlation coefficient; unpaired t-tests were used to compare responses between binary
variables (e.g., churches with/without bells); one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used when
there were three or more groups (e.g., comparing between denominations or roles within the church);
and categorical variables were compared using the chi-square test. Statistical significance was set at
p < 0.05, values are reported as proportions, and mean ± standard deviation.
3. Results
There are no known historical data of bell-ringing frequency at any scale in NSW. Such information
is important, however, to determine not only the current or past frequencies of bell-ringing practices,
but to calculate any change of bell-ringing frequencies over time as this may reflect changes in societal
attitudes. As reported elsewhere (Parker and Spennemann n.d.a), the survey of bell ringing found that
during the 1990s and 2000s negative and positive changes to bell-ringing frequency almost cancelled
each other out, with the exception of Presbyterian churches that reduced or terminated the ringing
in a third of their churches. In the past decade (2000s to 2010s), Presbyterian churches reduced the
ringing in another eighth of their churches, while one-third of Uniting churches were likewise affected.
Compared to that, the bell-ringing frequency among Catholic churches increased by 10%.
As actual positive or negative changes at a church level may not actually determine the amount of
bell-ringing frequency change as perceived by the communities, the responses had to be assessed in
terms of hours, determining a net change. While there was much variability, an overall net increase in
bell-ringing hours over the past 20-year period occurred for Anglican and especially Catholic churches,
with minimal change among Presbyterian churches and a considerable loss among Uniting churches.
On a regional basis, Anglican churches rang their bells more frequently in Greater Sydney and outer
regional NSW, but experienced a dramatic reduction in communities in inner regional NSW, while
Catholic churches saw an increase in Greater Sydney and particularly in inner regional NSW. Uniting
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and Presbyterian churches saw a net loss, particularly in outer regional NSW as well as in inner regional
NSW (Uniting only) (Parker and Spennemann n.d.a).
3.1. Current Perceptions of the Importance of Bell Ringing
In order to identify the significance of bell ringing in both the liturgical and social settings,
respondents were asked about feelings and attitudes towards bell ringing from three positions. If bell
ringing was found to have great significance to a specific community, denomination, or a regionality
bracket, this may then have future implications in any management of this resource. As such, three
questions asked respondents about their views of the importance of bell ringing in a church setting: in
regards to the services at their church, with reference to their denomination overall, and with reference
to bell ringing overall as form of heritage (considering religious, cultural, historical, or other forms of
significance). Answers were rated on a sliding scale from 0–100.
3.1.1. Influence of Denomination
Respondents across most denominations from churches with external bells rated bell-ringing
importance much higher to their church service than those without bells (Figure 1). A correlation
between the use of bells and the attributed importance could logically be expected and can be confirmed.
The anomaly of the Orthodox rating being high in both churches with and without external bells can
Religions
2020, small
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Presbyterian and Uniting churches both attributed low importance of bells to the denomination
and to the service, with a slightly higher valuation of bells to heritage, which was particularly expressed
among churches that had no external bells. Among Anglican and Catholic churches there was a strong
correlation between having bells at the church and a greater importance placed upon bell-ringing
importance in a denominational setting.
With regards to regionality, all churches rated heritage as the most important aspect of bell ringing,
followed by importance to service. There was also a clear trend of attributed higher importance across
all categories from Greater Sydney through to regional and to very remote NSW: as one moves more
regionally, the importance placed upon bell ringing increases.
Significant differences exist between the three categories, between location and ratings of
importance to service, denomination, and heritage (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.001, p < 0.001, and
p = 0.059, respectively) (Figure 2). Tukey post hoc tests revealed the key differences to be among the
perceived importance to service: Greater Sydney vs. outer regional NSW (p < 0.001), Greater Sydney
vs. very remote NSW (p = 0.002), and inner regional vs. very remote NSW (p = 0.008); as well as in
terms of importance to denomination between Greater Sydney and outer regional NSW (p = 0.002),
between
Greater Sydney and very remote NSW (p = 0.016). There were no significant differences in the
Religions 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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with more than eight bells saw these as less important than those with eight or fewer bells (Table 4).
than eight bells saw these as less important than those with eight or fewer bells (Table 4).
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to
service
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Martin Luther in the sixteenth century (Buszin and Luther 1946).
Catholics, even if their church did not have an external bell. Setting aside the responses from
Orthodox churches due to their small number, average values attributed by Catholic respondents are
much higher, but not significantly so. The same applies to the other denominations for importance of
bells to service as well as for importance of bells to denomination and heritage.
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Table 4. NSW Churches’ average ratings of importance of bell ringing (a) to the services at your church; (b) to your denomination overall; and (c) as a form of heritage.
No Bells
Avg ± StDev

Range

1 Bell
n

Avg ± StDev

Range

2–7 Bells
n

Avg ± StDev

Range

8 Bells

9 and More Bells

n

Avg ± StDev

Range

n

Avg ± StDev

Range

n

8
5
3
2
1
19

80.14 ± 18.45

49–100

14

72.50 ± 32.54
81.00

17–100

6
1

82.00!
80.27 ± 17.79

49–100

1
15

73.71 ± 29.88

17–100

7

8
5
3
2
1
19

69.92 ± 20.42

31–100

13

54.86 ± 38.83
82.00

1–100

7
1

69.92 ± 20.42

31–100

13

58.25 ± 37.21

1–100

8

9
5
3
2
1
20

87.00 ± 14.41

56–100

14

83.40 ± 15.21
95.00

63–100

5
1

87.00 ± 14.41

56–100

14

85.33 ± 14.40

63–100

6

(a) Importance to Service
Anglican
Catholic
Orthodox
Presbyterian
Uniting
All

20.97 ± 33.88
58.76 ± 32.72
71.50 ± 40.31
2.87 ± 6.74
21.42 ± 29.56
25.14 ± 33.91

0–100
0–100
43–100
0–30
0–100
0–100

68
29
2
23
73
195

54.85 ± 36.95
85.47 ± 15.59
83.17 ± 10.80
51.35 ± 37.94
50.84 ± 28.76
61.47 ± 34.73

0–100
49–100
71–100
1–95
1–100
0–100

Anglican
Catholic
Orthodox
Presbyterian
Uniting
All

25.03 ± 32.65
56.03 ± 34.21
80.00 ± 28.28
8.17 ± 16.32
23.03 ± 25.31
27.97 ± 32.11

0–100
0–100
60–100
0–63
0–91
0–100

58
30
2
23
65
178

48.70 ± 35.31
80.50 ± 19.17
90.00 ± 11.22
36.56 ± 40.17
34.94 ± 27.05
54.52 ± 35.54

0–100
37–100
71–100
0–100
0–100
0–100

101
38
6
17
19
181

85.88 ± 16.04
88.00 ± 16.08
98.00 ± 1.73
25.00 ± 35.36
76.00
81.42 ± 25.48

62–100
68–100
97–100
0–50
0–100

(b) Importance to denomination
94
36
6
16
16
168

56.00 ± 30.68
79.40 ± 19.36
99.00 ± 1.73
33.00 ± 24.04
77.00
67.63 ± 29.71

0–88
56–100
97–100
16–50
0–100

(c) Importance to heritage
Anglican
Catholic
Orthodox
Presbyterian
Uniting
All

48.26 ± 32.64
76.22 ± 22.68
94.00 ± 8.49
31.29 ± 32.56
53.21 ± 29.00
52.50 ± 32.41

0–100
0–100
88–100
0–100
0–100
0–100

61
28
2
24
61
176

66.60 ± 29.62
88.36 ± 14.99
93.00 ± 10.55
59.18 ± 36.22
53.82 ± 33.35
70.16 ± 29.96

0–100
50–100
74–100
0–100
0–100
0–100

92
36
6
17
17
168

78.89 ± 22.79
91.80 ± 7.76
99.00 ± 1.73
45.00 ± 7.07
75.00
81.55 ± 21.36

38–100
83–100
97–100
40–50
38–100
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It is important to note that the importance of bells to service was regarded as high among Catholics,
even if their church did not have an external bell. Setting aside the responses from Orthodox churches
due to their small number, average values attributed by Catholic respondents are much higher, but not
significantly so. The same applies to the other denominations for importance of bells to service as well
as for importance of bells to denomination and heritage.
3.1.3. Influence of the Diocese
Many free-form responses noted that attitudes of the congregation towards church bell ringing
within Anglican denominational boundaries might have been affected by the diocese. Specific
theological leanings appeared to permeate bell-ringing importance to the many churches within a
diocese, as exemplified by the comments that “across this denomination it would rate highly, across
this Diocese I think it would rate lowly” (Ang 5), and that “the diocese of which we are part of is
strongly evangelical—the ‘traditions of men’ (i.e., bell ringing) are secondary to the things of the Bible
in our diocese” (Ang 9).
Specifically, the Anglican Diocese of Sydney was mentioned, with respondents clarifying that this
Diocese “only values the preached Word and disregards cultural aspects of our churches” (Ang 5), that
it is “renowned for eschewing anything that doesn’t help people know Jesus better—I think bell ringing
falls into that category” (Ang 4), and that in the Sydney Diocese “bell ringing takes a low priority,
if rung at all” (Ang 11). Interestingly, one respondent stated that “on a national level, I think you
would find a much more positive attitude to bell ringing—outside the Sydney Diocese the percentage
of high church and Anglo-Catholic churches is much higher so they naturally tend towards ceremony
and ritual rather than a focus on teaching, which we have in Sydney” (Ang 7). This divergent view of
bell-ringing importance poses an interesting question: is interest (or lack thereof) in ceremony and
ritual-centred bell ringing of an individual church primarily motivated through diocese directive, or
through the inclinations of individual church leading figures within the diocese?
3.2. Perceived Views of the Local Community
Respondents overall gave a strong view that the majority of the local community have a neutral
or ambivalent attitude towards church bell ringing (Table 5), with an abundant use of terms such
as “ambivalence”, “indifference”, and “neutral” in the free-form columns. However, there were
many respondents who gave mixed opinions on the matter, offering a multitude of views of a
complex situation.
Perceived positive community attitudes of church bell ringing were more than twice as prevalent
as negative attitudes, with free-form comments declaring that ringing bells are “a joy to hear”
(Ang 24), “a largely unobtrusive reminder of some potentially happier time in the past” (Ang 16),
and “psychologically a comfort to people” (Pre 5). Some respondents suggested that the “ringing of
bells reminds people that the church is alive and active” (Ang 19), “gives them a sense of Europe”
(RoC 12), or “the feeling of a village” (Ang 7). Many had received feedback from their community that
“people miss them when they are not rung” (Uni 11) and that while the sound does not necessarily have
religious connotations, “hearing bells ring is joyful and sentimental . . . something nice to hear” (Uni 5).
Some positive comments were centred around smaller subsets of the community, suggesting
that particularly the very young and elderly populations place greater importance on bell ringing.
Comments include “One elderly lady used to open her windows and doors when we were ringing and
she’d phone her friends and get them to listen to the bells as well!” (Ang 1), “Young children seem
to like them, and so do parents” (Ang 5), and “Older generations would appreciate it as part of the
culture they were raised in” (Ang 9).
However, there were also many negative responses, including that the community would “hate
it—it intrudes into their lives” (Uni 1), be “hostile” towards bell ringing (Ang 8), or simply be annoyed:
“I think they’d rather not be woken up on a Sunday morning” (Ang 4). Responses indicated that the
community “would find it noisy” (Ang 4), that “churches get noise complaints for trivial noise let
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alone bell ringing” (Pre 1), and that “bell ringing would ‘disturb the peace’ and cause the community
to get angry with the noise of the bells ringing early on a Sunday” (Ang 4).
Many respondents suggested that negative views of bell ringing have a deeper social connotation,
that “there has been a rapid change in attitude towards churches recently in our society—we have
moved from acceptance to tolerance, to aggressive opposition” (Ang 5), that “many complaints are
often more anti-religious than anti-bell, but use the bells as an outlet for their frustration” (RoC 9),
and that “a small number of anti-religious people would probably object and most likely succeed in
suppressing the use of the bells” (RoC 2). Some took a particularly dim view of the local community’s
views towards bell ringing: “After the royal commission [into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse, ed.], sell the bells and give the proceeds to the victims of abuse” (RoC 2).
Interestingly, the majority (75%) of negative assumptions about the community’s attitudes
originated from churches where bells were not to be found on the premises at all, with only around 16%
negative comments derived from churches currently ringing tower bells. While it could be supposed
that this could simply be attributed to personal bias on behalf of the respondent, comments suggested
that another factor is also at work. It appears that numerous churches that actively ring bells recognise
the potential problems that ringing may entail with the local community and take measures in attempt
to counteract or minimise these.
Comments supporting this notion included: “We take great care not to overdo it with our bell
ringing” (Ort), “Through a combination of sensible ringing times and adequate sound controls for
prolonged extraneous ringing, acceptable compromises can usually be made to satisfy both parties”
(RoC 9), “We try to be considerate towards our non-Christian neighbours” (Ang 5), and “We are
careful to stay within the guidelines of the local council” (Ang 1). In some cases it appeared that
religious doctrine became subservient to the communities’ views: “If we were to ring the bells as
we would like to, the community would be unhappy” (Ort). Some congregations enabled at some
level of compromise to ensure ongoing bell ringing continued: “The local community were not happy
with The Angelus ringing at 6am but were okay with the midday and 6pm ringing, so this is what
happens—compromise” (RoC 2).
Interestingly, one respondent stated that “we have now become so used to ‘no bell’ that it is not
missed” (Uni 8), indicating that attitudes (and change in attitude) towards bell ringing may be largely
dependent on whether the individual experiences bell ringing on a recurring basis.
Aggregating all local community-related free-form responses into a five category scale (Table 5),
Anglican and, in particular, Catholic respondents were far more positive about bell use than Uniting
Church and Presbyterians. The latter were by far the most neutral, which can also be interpreted
as ambivalent.
Table 5. Attitudes of the local community towards church bell ringing (in % by denomination), classified
into five categories based on free-form responses.
Very Positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Very Negative

n

Anglican
Catholic
Orthodox
Presbyterian
Uniting

6.82
3.39
0
0
2.86

30.68
44.07
20.00
14.71
27.14

44.89
42.37
40.00
67.65
51.43

14.77
10.17
40.00
17.65
17.14

2.84
0
0
0
1.43

176
59
10
34
70

All

4.59

30.37

47.85

15.47

1.72

349

3.3. Changes in Attitude towards Bell Ringing
There are no known historical data of any individual or community attitude change to bell
ringing at any scale in NSW. This information is important to determine not only if there have been
any changing attitudes towards bell-ringing practices, but to calculate any magnitude of this change.
Questions in the survey asked the respondents of any personal attitude changes and offered free
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responses to justify their positions of why or why not their views have/have not changed with reference
to bell ringing as an activity. An open question also invited the respondents to offer their considered
opinions of how their community might feel towards bell-ringing activity at churches.
Of the 439 respondents who responded to the initial question of attitude change, the majority
(64.7%) stated that their views on bell ringing had not changed over time. Almost a quarter of the
respondents (23.92%) acknowledged an attitude change, and 11.4% stated they were unsure. Over 70%
of respondents who acknowledged change justified their answers with free-form statements, with the
majority of these discussing reasons for a positive attitude shift (around 60%). There seemed to be a
strong correlation between a positive attitude shift and bells being actively rung at the church, and a
negative attitude shift at churches without bells or with inactive installed bells (Table 6).
Free-form comments justified positive attitude shifts for many reasons. Common motivations
included simply a greater awareness of bells and bell-ringing practices later in life: “My eyes and
ears have really been opened up to what’s involved and the amount of work that goes into the art”
(Ang 16), “Scant knowledge of make and mechanics of ringing until our bells were installed” (Ang 3),
and “I did not experience bells much before they were installed in my church, enthusiasm came with
learning to take part” (Ang 19).
Table 6. Changes in attitude towards church bell-ringing activity (in %).

Bells rung
No bells/bells not rung

Positive

No Change

Negative

n

32.61
8.76

60.87
71.53

6.52
19.71

138
137

This seems to reinforce the notion that the presence and use of bells increases the appreciation,
while an absence of bells increases disinterest and apathy. When bell ringing stopped, or the person
moved to parish where bells were not rung, respondents experienced feelings of loss: “Now I’m in a
parish without them, I miss them” (RoC 12) and “As the use of church bells has decreased I have come
to appreciate them more” (RoC 3).
For some respondents, intergenerational change was of concern, as reflected in these two
statements: “As I have become older I appreciate many things that I took for granted in my youth”
(Ang 12) and “As an adult I have a more spiritual sense about them” (RoC 11).
Some respondents saw bell ringing as a means of public affirmation of their spiritual identity and
as a way to ensure that churches actually remain valid in a changing world. This is well exemplified by
these three statements: “As society has moved away from Christian heritage, the bell ringing plays
a helpful reminder to us of that heritage” (Ang 5), “We have become more aware of the diversity in
Australia. We need to preserve the right to practice our faith and traditions” (Ang 5), and “Whatever
way we can make the presence of God and his people felt in a world where he is increasingly
marginalised has to be a good thing” (Ang 9).
For some respondents, intergenerational change was a cause for concern: “As newer generations
settle for less engaged technical substitutes or simply ‘don’t bother’, I think it is nice to contribute
to enriching the soundscape” (Ang 16). Societal change was also a catalyst for inciting a negative
attitude shift: “As society has become more multicultural and more secular, churches have lost their
role as a focus in the community” (Ang 5), “Church attendance is dropping” (Uni 3), and “I think in
the past the bells were a call to worship but not so much today” (Ang 25). Some respondents believed
that bell-ringing activities should even continue to change alongside societal change: “Now we are
encouraged to be tolerant of others—as a compromise I would prefer to have limited bell ringing”
(Ang 1).
Other negative attitude shifts resulted from theological ideology: “A more mature understanding
of liturgical celebrations has led to more personal means of engaging with the liturgy rather than
using outside devices” (RoC 8) and “I’ve grown to question or doubt the cultural relevance of bell
ringing when our purpose is to bring the gospel to our culture” (Ang 9). On a very different level,
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some respondents recognised emerging problems with training and retaining bell ringers: “loss of
people with skills to play bells” (Uni 4) and “difficult to maintain a band of willing and able people to
ring bells” (Ang 3).
4. Role of Church Bells in Modern Society
4.1. Religious Overtones
Bells have been used for religious purposes throughout history (Kovačič 2006; Hernandez 2004;
Kovačič 2009; Arnold and Goodson 2012), and, as expected, there were numerous comments
highlighting the roles church bells play in religious settings. Free-form comments suggest that
some denominations express a more united view of the role of bells and others are largely divergent
within the denomination.
Catholic churches seemed largely unified with regards to the role of ringing, with most comments
stating that in Catholicism bell ringing has a “great tradition” (RoC 5), “connects us back 2000 years to
all who came before and with other Catholics internationally today” (RoC 12), that the sound of bells
“is an integral part of our liturgy and life” (RoC 6), and lets people know that “we are here and open for
business” (RoC 6). One church also commented that during the major services at Easter and Christmas
“people bring in their own bells and ring them” (RoC 4) when the church bell rings. Other comments
suggest that the traditional Catholic view is not only strong but growing, noting that “there is now a
resurgence amongst the younger generation for all of the traditions of the Catholic faith” (RoC 3).
Similarly, the Orthodox Church seemed to have a united view of the indispensable role of bells in
the church setting, with comments stating that bell ringing is “one of the most important aspects of our
worship gatherings” (Ort) and that a “church is not a church without a bell” (Ort). In this denomination
bell ringing has deep religious symbolism (Aldoshina and Nicanorov 2000; Burnett 2002), with church
regulations prescribing “in detail how and when bells should be used” (Ort) and the resulting sound
of bells being “a symbol of the voice of God” (Ort).
The Uniting Church, on the other hand, appeared to have a cohesive view that bell ringing is not
necessary in church or religious practice, with respondents stating that “in the uniting church overall
the focus is more on people and interaction than [on] ceremony” (Uni 5), that bells are “irrelevant to
our denomination as it’s not our culture” (Uni 2), and that bell ringing “isn’t raised in any internal
monthly writings” (Uni 12). The strong focus on people in the Uniting Church was highlighted by the
comment: “Even though we worship in a beautiful old building our value is placed far more on the
church being the people, and we would be happy to meet in a public hall or wherever would best
accommodate the people in the future” (Uni 10). This strong view may have had some unintended
negative consequences, as in one church, “a wealthy benefactor withdrew himself and bequest funds
from our church because bells were not installed in the bell tower” (Uni 4).
Presbyterian churches seemed to also have a mostly unified view that bells are actually superfluous,
unnecessary, and “contextually irrelevant” (Pre 6). Comments suggest that “bell ringing was never
a big deal in the Presbyterian Church. This is due to its philosophy or theology of worship” (Pre 2),
that “nobody discusses it at our week-long assembly” (Pre 1), and that bell ringing “is a religious
observance only and doesn’t save anyone” (Pre 6). However, it was recognised that bell ringing plays
a role in some churches, as “different congregations within the Presbyterian Church have different
attitudes towards bell ringing” (Pre 9) and that the bell has a “precise outreach to the community, being
one of the few things that the outside world hears” (Pre 8).
Anglican churches were the most dichotomous with reference to the roles of church bells at
individual churches, depending on whether the individual church was considered ‘high’ or ‘low’ in
nature: “Bell ringing is often associated with the ‘Catholic’ end (as opposed to the ‘evangelical’ end)”
(Ang 7) or “Being on the lower side of churchmanship, most people are not concerned with bells”
(Ang 6). The clergy’s approaches to bells differed, depending on their standpoint. While a practitioner
asserted that a bell’s “wordlessness means that it doesn’t serve to pass on a message or communicate
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apart from sounding nice” (Ang 4), another mused that he had “reflected on and developed the gospel
opportunities it presents” (Ang 7).
Some Anglican churches took the pragmatic approach towards the role of bells, regarding them
as “not something to invest in as it’s unlikely to win converts” (Ang 5), and not significant to some
churches “dealing with bankruptcy and trying to expand the congregation and thus income, . . .
focusing on contemporary style services and hopefully attracting youth and family groups” (Ang 3).
For those on the ‘higher’ end, bell ringing was directed by the 1662 Book of Common Prayer (Church
of England 1762) requiring bells “to be rung to alert the community to the start of worship and let
them know prayer has been offered” (Ang 9), creating a “strong and lengthy Anglican tradition” (Ang
3). Here, church bell ringing was often viewed with highly religious symbolism: “I ring the bells as
they were rung in the monastery—3 × 3, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, birth death and resurrection—so
each ring has symbolic meaning” (Ang 9), and “our single bell is rung 33 times five minutes prior to
our main service, and at the end of the funeral, once for each year of the deceased’s life” (Ang 5).
Often these divergent views were reported with an air of derision from both parties. The opinion
that “tradition is a bit like discipline, it gives us structure and boundaries and stops us from becoming
unstructured happy-clappy, rafter swinging Pentecostals in which the call to revere God goes out the
window” (Ang 9) contrasts well with the view that “evangelical churches are not primarily concerned
about preserving traditions. They are concerned about preserving the good news of the historical
eyewitness accounts of the death and resurrection of Israel’s Messiah and they do not wish anything to
cloud that reality” (Ang 4).
Some respondents mentioned that even liturgy-specific church bell roles can deviate within and
between churches: “There was a short period in the church’s history (in the late 70s) when the clergy
wanted the bell rung at the time of the consecration of the bread and wine but that was discontinued
when a new rector with different ideas arrived” (Ang 14), and “Tower bells are always ok, but altar
Sanctus bells can be very controversial” (Ang 7).
4.2. Change-Ringing
Interestingly, one respondent mentioned that “the ecumenism of change ringing within NSW
probably shouldn’t be ignored” (RoC 9), suggesting that bell change-ringing has the potential to link
churches across many denominations through its practice. However, as results show that bell ringing
was generally rated of high importance by those who were in a connection with current bell activity
(and vice versa), the ecumenical function of bell ringing might be somewhat limited to those who are
actively or openly involved.
Many comments pertained to the activity of change-ringing bells and towards the bell ringers
themselves. At a secular level, bell ringing is “very important to the bellringers ourselves, as we take
our activity seriously” (Ang 3), promotes “positive interaction with people and provides a definite
camaraderie among ringers and in particular develops a sense of belonging to and being a part of
the world-wide family of bell ringers” (Ang 1), and is “a great physical and mental exercise, socially
very rewarding—a great group of supportive friends, and gives a sense of service to the church and
community” (Ang 1).
The activity of bell ringing could be therefore comparable to any other community group and was
often associated with people either of no faith or from other congregations: “I am not religious but
love bell ringing” (Ang 2) and “The congregation has an ageing population so recruitment is often
done outside the congregation” (Ang 12). Like any community group, they were united by the activity
undertaken: “Returning home and ringing our church bell I feel a bond between all bellringers past
and present” (Ang 12), and often entirely self-sufficient: “Fund raising for maintenance and upkeep of
the bells is done entirely by bell ringers without the assistance from the Cathedral treasury” (Ang 12).
Respondents outside of the bell ringing community often mentioned their interest in bell
change-ringing as a secular art form: “It is an ancient art—a highly developed skill and a significant
musical form” (Ang 6), “It is a particular form of music . . . It unites a community in sound” (RoC 1)
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and “Music should be encouraged as should the arts in general” (Pre 5). However, some respondents
recognised that the secular nature of some ringing is discordant with the workings of the church:
“Most bell ringers are not members of the congregation and only interested in their hobby creating
distance between ringers and the church” (Ang 14).
4.3. Role of Bells in Secular Life
It is interesting to note that there were many comments from respondents referring to the role of
bells in secular life, as this suggests that bells and bell ringing are important and have meaning even to
those outside the church and its congregation. Bell ringing is also popular with acts of ceremonial
society (both secular and religious), as churches often receive requests to ring the bells at weddings
where “many of these couples are not regular members of the congregation but love the idea of bells”
(Ang 12), and “I know of modern brides who choose to marry outside their own parish churches to use
a church which had bells to ring” (RoC 12).
As well as these purposes of ringing bells, many respondents noted that bells are often rung as
part of a purely secular society. As “a form of recall to remembrance or memory of events for the
community” (Ang 7), bell ringing was noted to “have been associated with some of the most significant
events in history, ringing out at the end of World Wars, royal coronations, births, deaths and marriages
of famous people and as a community message of peace” (Ang 19). Indeed, some of these events have
been recorded and distributed as gramophone records (e.g., His Master’s Voice 1946).
Respondents opined that the sound of bell ringing “gives a sense of stability and peace” to the
wider community (Uni 9), or for those who are “not faithful to perhaps stop and pause in the busyness
of life” (Ang 5), and creates a sense of remembrance for the community for those bells that were
“donated in memory of loved ones” (Ang 24).
The importance of bell ringing in secular society could be summated by the following two
statements: that there is “nothing nicer than hearing bells particularly in Adelaide when watching
the cricket” (Uni 1) and that the researcher should “make a list of the songs that refer to the bells
ringing/chiming” (Uni 6).
Bell ringing activity on church premises does not serve as a purely religious function, and even if
the ringing is being undertaken on purely religious symbolic grounds, there are many people in the
community who may perceive this activity secularly, attributing their own meanings and significances
towards these sounds as a result.
4.4. Bells as Heritage
Bells were also noted to have been an “important means of communication before phones and
the internet or reliable clocks” (Ang 20) and in one case the “urgent ringing of the school/church bells
warned of fire before the electric alarm” (Ang 16). Practitioners gave divergent, but primarily positive
views on opinions of bell ringing and heritage significance, suggesting that there is widespread opinion
of high importance towards bell ringing as religious, cultural, historical, and social heritage. These can
be grouped into the concepts of the bell sound itself, cultural heritage, and religious significance.
4.4.1. Historical
The importance of the historical element of heritage was frequently observed, as expressed in
sentiments like: “Given that the church bell has been rung since 1877 I think it is an important form
of heritage” (Ang 22). Some contended that “bell ringing is a part of our history and so is part of
our heritage” (Uni 10), and “bell ringing shows great history and previous importance in religious
settings, even if we don’t see it as high importance today” (Uni 7) and thus argued that it should be
preserved. Furthermore, this history provides a catalyst towards classifying bell ringing as heritage:
“Part of our Anglican heritage that should not be lost” (Ang 12) and “Historically it may have had more
significance . . . for certain buildings it may be worth preserving some sort of bell ringing” (Uni 1).
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Some respondents discussed aspects of heritage management: “To maintain the heritage nature of
any building with any heritage significance in Australia is very important to our wonderful country
and the retaining and use of church bells is equally important” (Uni 8) and “Our Diocese has completed
a heritage register for all churches and this has included the various bells” (RoC 6). Some respondents
discussed the complex nature of heritage, with bells being a symbol of one aspect of a subculture:
“I do think that religion is of deep cultural significance, although now unfashionable. Sometimes the
look of a beautiful church and the sound of the bells are the only thing the outside world sees and
hears” (Pre 8).
The complexity of heritage was clearly apparent to some respondents, which suggests that the
importance of heritage may be of highly significant concern to some churches. One respondent
recognised the cultural heritage of bell ringing despite having no perceived religious connotations: “We
are a heritage church which stands us apart from our counterparts. The bells go with the stained glass
windows, pipe organ and Gothic design. There is no theological significance, only cultural” (Pre 3).
4.4.2. Tradition
Many respondents discussed the tradition of bell ringing and how, in their view, this was a
foundation for considering this activity as heritage. Respondents stated that bell ringing is a “reminder
of continuity” (Ang 1), that it is “a tradition which is becoming lost” (Ang 13), and “centuries old
traditions are the stability of modern-day life” (Ang 11), with the ultimate view that “traditions are
worth hanging on to” (Ang 11). Even when traditions and times change, and as church membership
declines, “these important practices are a reminder of the traditional role and presence of the local
church in the community” (Uni 7) and that “it’s our heritage and a legacy being kept up” (Ang 23).
Such traditions seemed strongly apparent in regional areas, perhaps explaining the higher
importance placed on bell ringing in these locales. Comments in rural communities expressed that
“the bells are a part of the church like any church furniture” (Ang 9) and that “communities need to
protect, share and celebrate their local heritage” (Ang 9).
However, some respondents reflected that traditions alone do not form a basis for heritage, as
the “progress of time swallows some practices of the past” (Ang 15), and that tradition “has lost its
place and significance for younger people in the community and in most church congregations in this
area” (Ang 4). They could see the changing tradition of bell ringing due to societal changes, but noted
that making an effort to preserve this tradition may be worthless: “Cultural practices change all of the
time, some we choose to remember personally, others institutionally or culturally. It served a purpose
during a particular period of history. In our context it no longer serves that purpose. I don’t consider it
to be so institutionally or culturally significant that it should be institutionally preserved” (Ang 6), and
that, although heritage is a great thing, “I wonder though if it can be appreciated without it needing to
be continued especially just for the sake of continuing it. The best heritage still ‘rings’ true for what
helps today” (Ang 8). This gives rise to the question of functional heritage vs. historical heritage, with
respondents clearly supporting both sides of this issue.
4.4.3. Sound
Some respondents mentioned the importance of the actual bell sounds as heritage, noting that bell
sounds “enrich the ambience of the town” (Ang 9) and that “the ringing of bells to announce services
of worship and celebration of marriage, baptisms and confirmation, and the tolling of bells at funeral
services, remains a widely accepted/welcome addition to the urban soundscape” (Ang 17).
Yet, there were other diametrically opposed views: “It’s not an aspect of heritage that many
people enquire about nor document—so I suspect it is not important to most people” (Ang 8). Some
considered heritage as mostly incompatible with the central sacred function of the church. This was
apparent in comments stating: “Too often I find heritage items more of a hindrance than a help to our
mission to make the good news of Jesus known. We want to be a movement not a museum!” (Ang 4),
“I’m not interested in the church being a custodian of cultural heritage. That is not our agenda” (Ang 7).
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Some respondents, however, implied a sense of religious heritage in this regard, with bell ringing
reminding people that the “heritage building in their midst is actually a functioning ministry centre”
(Ang 5). Others clearly discussed the importance of sound in general as heritage: “Sounds are as much
a part of our heritage as aesthetics in architecture” (Pre 10) and “History and heritage is not just what’s
visible: it is also what is heard” (RoC 3); and others gave compelling reasons why sounds should be
considered as important: “Sounds evoke memories. Memories are the basis of heritage. Bell ringing
accompanies people in all the most important events of their lives: their worship, marriage, death,
prayer, special occasions, news of death etc.” (RoC 6), and that “removing them would be like silencing
a whole community and its history and contribution to Australian life” (Ang 5). These responses
suggest that it is the actual intangible auditory sound of bells that has heritage significance rather than
the activity of ringing them, although they are closely tied together.
5. Implications
The broader general public associates church bells with Christianity and religious service. The bells
survey, however, found that just because all churches belong to the Christian faith, it does not imply
that all treat their bells, and their use, in the same way. Rather, the survey showed great diversity of
degrees of importance placed on bell ringing across the denominations. Reasons for the different bell
distribution and ringing frequency can be ascertained based on the history, depth of liturgy and sense
of embodiment in denominational practice.
The ritual use in practice of a material culture such as the tolling of a bell allows a common
exchange of assurance that each member of the church and congregation is part of a group. Such a sense
of embodiment is a powerful characteristic of religion, developed when a social body is constructed
through a collective reality of individuals undertaking parallel motions, such as recitations, liturgies,
or ritualisations (Morgan 2009). Furthermore, the utilisation of a symbol brings about an emotional
sensed reality of a moral community experience for those involved, with the symbol used retaining
the emotional charge long after the event has terminated (Mellor and Shilling 2010). Through an
awareness of our interconnectedness into a transcendental reality, embodied perception becomes a
spiritual experience (Jones 2019), thus denominational differences of liturgy and embodiment of faith
may explain the differing levels of spirituality bestowed on the act of church bell ringing.
The sound of church bells has both public and private elements, being designed for both liturgical
ringing practices and for wider public broadcast. However, depending on the intensity of the sound,
both of these public/private sounds can effectively intrude into the private lives of residents of the
nearby community, generating many issues regarding sound emanation.
Throughout history, the ringing of church bells has been imbued with both sacred and secular
symbolism (e.g., nineteenth-century France, Corbin 1998). As secularism increased in many liberal
western societies (Crockett and Voas 2006; Goujon et al. 2007; Skirbekk et al. 2010), albeit not in
geographically uniform fashion (Dunn and Piracha 2015), the sacred symbolism of bell ringing as
a very public expression and affirmation of faith has diminished. At the same time the increasing
ubiquity of personal time keeping devices (watches, cell phones) has often reduced the secular role of
the ringing of church bells to public celebratory occasions (Parker and Spennemann n.d.a). Some of
these public occasions combine secular and sacred symbolism, such as in bells rung to commemorate
ANZAC Day in Australia and New Zealand or to commemorate the end of WWII in Europe. In some
instances, bells are used to publicly mark personal life stages (e.g., marriage or death), where the
symbolism of the sounds resonates with the wider community, whether confessing to a faith or not.
Faced with explicit or implicit pressure from the secular elements of society, some churches have
had local government authorities place restrictions upon their bell-ringing activities, including decibel,
frequency, and temporal limitations. In this the situation in NSW is not unique as examples from
numerous other countries attest (see introduction for references). The churches thus affected include
both contemporary and historic buildings.
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These imposed limitations present an issue for three central reasons—changed sound events
can directly and indirectly affect church religious practice, the church community, and the
surrounding community.
As the liturgy of bell ringing is strong in many Anglican and Catholic churches and very strong
in the Orthodox Church, imposed sanctions on emanated sound from church bells represents a
constriction of the freedom of religious expression and custom. Central to this is the dissonance
between the rights of an individual, or a segment of society, to religious expression as balanced against
the rights of other segments of society to tranquillity in their auditory environment, with the solution
often adjudicated in courts and tribunals. With the dissonance or conflict framed by and restricted to
these terms other dimensions are easily overlooked or purposefully ignored.
Limitations imposed due to complaints from nearby residents not only affect the functional
liturgical component of bell ringing, they also affect the sound heritage that can be attributed by
the community. Entirely silenced in this polarized discussion are other members of the community
who perhaps appreciate bell ringing and consider this to be an integral part of the soundscape of
their community. For some communities bell ringing, be it the sound of the tenor bell or a peal on
specific occasions, represents a soundmark, the distinctive ‘landmark of sound’, which, once identified,
“deserves to be protected, [as it] makes the acoustic life of the community unique” (Schafer 1994, p. 10).
Yet heritage and familiar soundscapes can possess social value to particular communities (Parker and
Spennemann n.d.c) and provide a connection to our environment (Dumyahn and Pijanowski 2011b),
evoke emotional responses (Cain et al. 2013), and thus have mental health benefits (Aletta et al. 2018).
Ceasing bell-ringing activities potentially extinguishes such soundmarks from the urban
soundscape. Elsewhere we have argued that such sound loss is analogous to the extirpation or extinction
of a species within the natural environment—the sound is no longer heard or experienced in its original
setting at a specific location (extirpation) or universally (extinction) (Parker and Spennemann n.d.c).
Most serious in this regard are changes to bell-ringing practices based on decision makers second
guessing the attitudes and expectations of their host communities. Some examples have been noted
above. While this is beyond the scope of this paper, we want to highlight the extraordinary power that
individual priests or bishops hold in determining the future of the heritage of sounds and soundmarks,
even though they, by and large, lack training in heritage management.
So, what if the church itself limits functional bell-ringing activity through administrative changes,
through the transition from a traditional-based faith to contemporary views, or through a transition to
recorded rather than traditional acoustic bell sounds? One would assume that in most cases liturgical
heritage is not affected. After all, comments suggest that bell ringing is only viewed as important to
a religion if is dictated by the religion itself. But heritage attributed to church bell ringing by both
the church community and the local community would be still affected. The sound events would
be altered in frequency and duration, changing the local soundscape in the process. To add further
complexity, what if the congregation of a specific church were to decline below such critical mass as to
not be able to justify the maintenance and existence of the church building (and any associated bell
ringing), with the church ceasing to operate at all? In such a case, the church community does not
exist, so both liturgical heritage and heritage attributed by the church community can no longer be
considered, leaving only the surrounding community’s values being affected.
This raises an interesting and important question, and one that potentially has major implications
when dealing with future management of sound in the environment: who owns this sound heritage?
If the emanated sound is predominantly functional, should greater ownership be given to the
church community? However, it is entirely possible that members of the community surrounding a
Christian-faith church can place such high heritage value on bell sounds emanating from the church that
a sense of ‘ownership’ is placed on these sounds by these community members. Thus, despite the church
owning the structure, and the bells being functionally rung by the congregation or non-congregation,
the resulting sound could be appreciated here by both the church and local communities. It follows
that ‘ownership’ of the sounds and thus decision-making power over these sounds might have to
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be given to the community. This, though, has serious ethical implications: should a community
be able to dictate to a religious entity to re-commence ringing of silent bells simply for their own
enjoyment, especially if it is against the wishes of the church office? At what point do community
rights exceed the rights of ownership and control? This becomes even more complex in situations
where the soundmarks possess significance at not only a local community level, but also a regional,
national, or even international level. An example of the latter, albeit not threatened by silencing, is the
sound of ‘Big Ben’, the 13.6 tonne Bourdon bell mounted in the Elizabeth tower at Westminster.
Clearly, the concept of ownership of heritage and the ideas of religious freedom must be
counterbalanced with secular freedom. If religious doctrines of many faiths allow (or require) certain
sounds to be broadcast for prayer announcements, religious celebrations, mourning events, or Holy
Days, a large combination of faiths in one setting may create conflict, whereby multi-denominational
calls might create an irritation or disturbance for each faith group or for any secular subset of the
community (Kovačič 2017; Knights 2008). If noise regulations were to exclude sacred sounds from
legislation, secular segments of society could be adversely affected, but if the regulations were to
include sacred sounds, religious freedom could conceivably become restricted. This is a complex
problem in modern society, as all sounds created for a purpose can affect, both positively and negatively,
any other person within hearing distance. Future management of these sounds needs to take this into
account by raising the societal awareness of religious tolerance alongside a greater awareness of the
potential for sound heritage.
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